
 

             

               

               

        

            

             

              

              

              

          

              

 

               

             

              

            

              

            

             

            

        

           

            

            

               

       

                

             

              

CCGRS Lecture Series: Archival Impulse (Ayana Jackson) 

DAVID LEONARD: Welcome, everyone. I'm honored to welcome you to the Jo Hockenhull Distinguished Visiting 

Lecture Series featuring Ayana Jackson. I'm happy to see so many people here. And for those 

joining via Global Campus, welcome. If you have questions, please leave them in the chat box 

and we will get to them at the end. 

Hosted by the CCGRS, the Jo Hockenhull Distinguished Visiting Lecture was established in 

1986-- long before CCGRS and the Women's Studies Department-- in honor of Jo Hockenhull, 

a WSU professor emeritus of Fine Arts. Hockenhull served as the director of women's studies 

at WSU for more than a decade. And throughout her career, was committed to building 

programs and initiatives advancing diversity, as well as of the humanities and fine arts. Her 

commitment to fostering dialogue and intellectual exchanges, critical thinking, and social 

justice has left an indelible mark on WSU, as evidenced by the establishment of the 

Hockenhull Series. 

While at WSU, Jo Hockenhull was a popular and devoted teacher, as well as an effective 

administrator. She was associate dean of the WSU Vancouver campus. She was also vice 

president of the National Women's Caucus for the Arts, and the recipient of that organizations 

Northwest chapter Kathe Kollwitz Award for Outstanding Contributions to Women in the Visual 

Arts. She is a founding member and longtime board member of the Northwest Print Council. 

Her work has been exhibited nationally, and internationally, and incorporated as illustrations in 

two books published by WC Press. Over almost 20 years, the Women's Studies Department 

brought an amazing number of visual artists, writers, poets, performance artists, and others 

dedicated to issues of social justice through the arts. 

Previous Hockenhull how lecturers include Anna Chavez, Yoon Soon Min, Coco Fusco, 

Octavia Butler, Alma Lopez, the Guerrilla Girls, Faith Ringgold, LisaNa Red Bear, Juane 

Quick-to-See Smith, and Jin-Me Yoon. The tradition continues this year with Ayana Jackson. 

We are grateful for Jo's vision and her continued support of the event. Thank you, Jo. 

Oh, I guess I'm not in the light. 

We would also like to thank the Department of Fine Arts, who has been a longstanding partner 

with Hockenhull. Along with their partnership, this event could not have happened without a 

number of sponsors that I'm going to note. They're long. The Humanities Planning Group, the 



               

            

             

           

                

               

                

      

             

                 

  

                 

             

               

               

        

            

            

           

          

       

             

             

             

      

             

           

                

          

             

Department of Fine Arts, the College of Arts and Sciences, the dean of students, the Sociology 

Department, the African American Student Center, the Office of Equity and Diversity, Global 

Campus, the Museum of Art, the Department of Foreign Languages and Cultures, the Office 

of Provost, Department of English, the History Department, the Asian American Student 

Center, and Multicultural Student Services. So thank you to all of them. That's a lot of guests. 

Special thanks to have Kyla Larkin, Sue Allen, and Angel Nava each of who worked diligently 

to get Ayana's work to Pullman. Kyla's tireless work has been amazing and so make sure you 

check out Ayana's work during the reception. 

I also would like to thank [INAUDIBLE] Harper, Christina Sessoms, and the Black Student 

Union for all their hard work and their support. And of course, none of this would be possible 

without Ayana Jackson. 

We are grateful that Ayana has come to WSU to share her work and inspire us with her 

artistry. We're grateful for her brilliant work, her generosity, and her patience-- key patience--

in getting here. For those that don't know, Ayana has been here since Tuesday. She's met 

with students and faculty, engaged in many discussions, and enriched all of our lives. Her time 

at WSU, like her work itself, has been transformative. 

Ayana Jackson's work seeks to crystallize the experience of contemporary Africa, and African 

diasporic society. She combines honed technical skills with richly laced historical allusions to 

create hauntingly candid portrait that depict varying constructions of African and African 

American identities. She does this through several photographic approaches ranging from 

reportage, to portraiture, to performance- and studio-based practice. 

Based between Johannesburg, New York, and Paris-- with a short stop in Pullman-- Jackson 

has exhibited her work in association with Gallery MOMO, which is in Johannesburg, Galerie 

Lelong, Paris, Primo Marella Gallery in Milan, Galerie Sho Contemporary in Tokyo, and the 

San Francisco Mexican Museum in San Francisco. 

She has received grants from the Marguerite Casey Foundation, as well as the French 

Institute. The latter supporting her participation in the 2009 Bomako African Photography 

Biennial. She is also the 2014 recipient of the New York Foundation for the Arts Fellowship for 

Photography. Her photography has been featured in publications including an exhibition 

catalog for poverty pornography in Archival Impulse, which we will talk about today, produced 



            

             

               

       

              

              

                  

                 

               

                

                

 

                   

                  

                

                  

                

              

                 

               

                  

               

                 

       

               

                 

as a collaborative effort between Paris and Johannesburg galleries. The exhibition catalog for 

the series "African by Legacy, Mexican by Birth," as well as academic journals, including 

Souls: A Critical Journal of Black Politics, Culture and Society, and art reviews, such as Art 

South Africa, Art Plus Auction, and many more. 

I know you're excited to hear from Ayana. And so without anymore wait, Ayana Jackson. 

[APPLAUSE] 

AYANA 

JACKSON: 

Hello, How are you? I guess I should wait for the response. How are you? 

AUDIENCE: Good. 

AYANA 

JACKSON: 

Good. I guess I'd like to begin by saying thank you, first and foremost, to Jo Hockenhull. It has 

been an honor and a pleasure to be invited with your name attached to mine. You have done 

such incredible work with yourself as a visual artist, such a great contribution to the arts 

globally, but, in particular, to this campus. And I've seen all of the outpouring of love from 

faculty and students alike for you. And so, I, honestly, am incredibly honored to be here under 

your name. 

I'd like to thank David Leonard. I feel like we've been on this journey for a year. I mean, it's 

close to, if not definitely already, there. Once again, when I saw that my name was in the same 

lecture series as the likes of Coco Fusco, and Faith Ringgold, and the Guerrilla Girls, I mean, 

it's like, who me? Are you sure you got the right Ayana Jackson? Is there not another one out 

there? So I really do appreciate you for knowing my, work following my work, having faith in 

my work, and bringing me to this wonderful campus to have this opportunity to exchange. 

I'd also like to thank the university, and faculty, and the students with whom I've had a chance 

to spend time. I think Jo understands this more than anyone, but the opportunity to exchange 

with you guys is actually a learning experience for us as well, for me in particular. And I think 

it's just been-- I know how many people have influenced and been in conversation with me 

through the years and I'm so proud to have the opportunity to spend time with you, and enjoy 

your beautiful work, and encourage your lovely practice. 

OK so, well, you've got a basic background. I'm originally from New Jersey. And then, I've 

been living in New York since 2001 with many pit stops. My work is quite interdisciplinary, as is 



                

             

              

              

             

 

                

              

           

                

                

                

               

            

               

                

 

             

             

                 

         

                 

                  

             

                  

                 

                

                

               

                

                

my life. A lot of what fuels me creatively, and intellectually, and otherwise is the opportunity to 

spend time in many different places. So, throughout my life, geographically, I've split time 

between New York and Mexico, New York and Germany, Berlin. At the moment I'm splitting 

my time between New York and Johannesburg, as well as Paris, which has been quite 

interesting space for me because my background is looking at African diaspora and African 

diaspora subjectivities. 

And as I've been traveling and spending time in all those places, I have had the wonderful 

experience of really getting to know and spend time with the complexities of the African 

diaspora, the range of the African diaspora, the broadness of the map. 

And a part of my personal activism has always been, in a way, to decentralize the US 

American black experience in favor of a more global black experience. And one of the ways in 

which I do that is to think about imagery associated with the black body, with the African 

continent, with the non-west in general, and the multiple diaspora that are available to us from 

the transatlantic slave trade narrative, from the pre-colonial narrative, to the trans Atlantic 

slave trade narrative, to voluntary migration of the people of African descent in the last century 

and into the Americas into the west and beyond. So that's more or less my general activism. 

And Yeah. 

So, "archive's are fissionable material and are, in essence, made of fractures. By definition, 

they are fragmented. Archives are entered like narrow gate gateways, with the hope of 

exploring the full depth of the event and all its cavities. Exploring archival material is a way of 

walking through time's tickets in the footprints of the past." 

A lot of my work, in general, is around the visual archive, the information that we glean from 

imagery. In a way, I believe that to a great extent, we are taught how to see each other, 

particularly in a post-photographic way, but even going back to periods of portraiture and 

painting and things like that. Up until recently, those of us who are living in this room and in 

this time, we have the beauty of the internet, and film, and video, the capacity to see distant 

shores. But for many years, and even still to a degree, that has been mediated by imagery. 

So this work, in general, comes from my personal relationship to my body, as a person who 

inhabits a black woman's body, and who inhabits a black woman's body in the United States, 

from the United States, or raised in the United States, one who has thought about that black 

body that she lives in with relationship to other black bodies in the world, particularly the black 



              

                 

                  

                 

               

                    

                    

                  

                

            

              

                 

              

                

             

            

               

             

            

      

                   

                 

                 

                

                

                   

                 

                  

            

                

                 

                 

bodies in Africa. And asking myself questions about, what is my relationship to those bodies? 

And I was very frustrated from a very early age. You guys, once again, don't necessarily live in 

a time like when I was growing up, in the '80s and '90s, when essentially, it was either Sally 

Struthers dollar a day to feed an African child, or some kind of Pulitzer Prize winning image, or 

some kind of set of images that essentially presents the African Continent and the black body 

as a body in need. And so for me, as a person growing up at that time, I was thinking to 

myself, well, is that the only narrative? Am I only going to relate to this body as a body that is 

suffering? Am I only going to relate to this continent that gave birth to this skin in terms of 

violence and death, and disaster and destruction? I was very hungry as a child to see other 

images, see images that I could identify, images that made sense to me. 

Growing up I also thought about other bodies, the non-white body, the non-Western body. And 

I was very curious growing up why I suffered to see images that were not around-- or why 

there were so many images around death and disaster and disease and destruction, and why 

I struggled to see anything else. And growing up I at different points-- because my family had 

at some point bought property in Ghana, and going into university my freshman year 

roommate was from Namibia, my sophomore year roommate was from Nigeria-- I was 

exposed via them and the African Student Union of another narrative of other places and other 

perspectives of the systems of wealth and non-wealth, and rural, and hearing these complex 

stories and being related to these complex stories. Yet, the image that remained 

photographically for me was one of violence. 

So I knew that there were other stories that needed to be told. And so I set about thinking of 

ways to tell them, to repopulate the image bank. So, early works of mine dealt with hip hop 

artists in Ghana, hip hop artist in Cuba. I went on to do other projects on post-apartheid, born-

frees in South Africa-- creating portraits of just images of people that I wanted to see, other 

narratives I wanted to see, subjects of a globalized world that I wanted to be neighbors with. 

And so for a long time that was how I've worked, and the kind of imagery that I worked with. 

But then at a certain point-- I mention this because I'm in a university context-- at a certain 

point, I went to Germany and did a short two semesters or so at the Universitat der Kunste at 

the University of Berlin studying under an amazing woman, Katharina Sieverding, who studied 

in Dusseldorf School under Joseph Beuys. And it was a beautiful crit class. I won't bore the 

non-visual artists in the room, but it's important I mention it because in a crit class you sit 

around the room with a bunch of people who are just basically telling you that your work is 



          

                 

             

              

             

               

                

           

                 

                 

                

                

                 

               

                  

               

                   

                

          

                    

                

                 

                

                   

            

                   

                 

                

               

     

               

crap, and why it's crap, and how many ways it's crap. 

But what's interesting is, they all tell you that it's crap from different points of view because in 

my class there were people from Iran, there were people from Germany, France, United 

States, many Germans. And they are saying, Ayana if you were with your Afro-Mexicans, and 

Afro-Nicaraguans, even your Ghanaians, if you were white like me, if you were German, 

wouldn't you run into issues of representation. You can't make that work. You're only able to 

make that work because you're a black woman. And that's unfair because at the end of the 

day, your blackness doesn't make Afro-Mexican, your blackness doesn't make you Ghanaian. 

Why do you, or do you even have a right to discuss this subject matter as an insider? 

And this is something that honestly, for me, was quite a difficult thing to hear. But a very 

important thing to hear because it was the first time, as a person who studied social science 

and not fine art, that I became thoughtful of issues of representation and what it meant to 

attach my ideas, or my editing, or my hypothesis, if you will, to the bodies of other people, 

even if my impetus is to show their dignity or to show my relationship to them. 

So I began to really ask questions about why I was so interested in broadening the map of the 

black body and the African diaspora, and why I wanted to see other class dynamics and 

lifestyle dynamics on the African Continent. And a lot of it had to do with the fact that I was 

trying to negotiate myself, my body, my identity, my insecurities. And so I took a moment and 

decided to start working to explore that, using my own body. 

Part of that had to do with the residency that I did in Paris in 2010. And I was kind of 

confronted for the first time-- for the photographers in the room-- I was confronted for the first 

time with four white walls and what to do in it. Whereas having done so much reportage and 

portraiture it was all about interacting with other spaces and other people. So then here I am, 

in Paris at the time, I didn't speak any French, and so therefore, I had no way to meet the 

people to create the link that I needed emotionally to create beautiful images. 

So I started to play with my own body. And that began a long process. I'll spare you the initial 

bodies of work. But ultimately, in that exploration and that decision to use my own body, I, at 

some point, did a lot of portraits where I created myself in different characters from the Afro-

punk, to the Afro-chich, to the civil rights, to the Harlem Renaissance, all these kind of 

beautiful, amazing different kinds of characters. 

But then, I decided to go back to my initial concern with death, disaster, disease and 



             

  

                

              

                  

    

            

                  

                

              

    

                  

                 

                   

                 

                 

                

   

                   

                   

                

        

                    

               

            

           

                 

               

                  

          

destruction-- the over representation of that and the visual image bank associated with non-

white, non-European bodies. 

Do you guys know the film Slumdog Millionaire? So I came across a review of that very 

beautiful, visually stunning, amazing film. And the reviewers said just that, but that the thing 

about it is, at the end of the day, it's poverty pornography. I thought to myself, wow, what an 

incredible way of describing it. 

And pornography, ultimately, is the objectification of another person's body for your own 

pleasure, or for your own gain. And a lot of the discourse around that movie, as well and I 

extend that to these images that I was showing earlier. By the way they were Pulitzer Prize 

winning images-- so I kind of was doing different years of Pulitzer prizewinning images-- it's 

kind of a similar thing. 

It's even as photographers, as soon as we get our gear we want to go to the roughest tumble, 

crazy war torn area, and get that money shot. And there is something about our own ego that 

is gratified by the fact that we can go into like the most darkest, deepest inner city, or go into 

the deepest jungle, or go into the war torn conflict area and get that beautiful image. But then, 

at the end of the day, if as a society we're so addicted, and as photographers we're so 

addicted to getting that image, then we miss so many other images along the way. And that 

feeds this poverty pornography. 

So I played with the idea in a lot of different ways. I wrote the word "poverty" with my naked 

body, all those bad ideas you have when you start out a project. It was bad. But along the way 

I tried a lot of different ways to embody and to think about poverty pornography, the word 

pornography. And I decided to use my own body. 

And to think about first of all, it's a very obvious, kind of, literal thing is the nude body is often 

the subject of actual pornography that we're generally aware of. But at the same time, there's 

something very seductive about the woman's body, the nude woman's body in particularly. 

The nude body, in general, but the nude woman's body in particular. 

So I was thinking about, again in the case of poverty pornography, even the term is the space 

between seduction and repulsion. So I wanted to use the nude female form as a seductive 

element. And, of course, the situation that you find her in to be the repulsion. So that was the 

basic kind of conceptual idea that I utilized with this project. 



            

               

            

                    

                

                   

               

             

            

                  

              

                  

                

  

            

               

                  

                

      

                   

                   

                 

                 

                

                    

              

                 

             

                

               

 

And then, I started to think about the backgrounds-- divorcing backgrounds, thinking about 

them. The idea-- and I'll speak about this a bit more with Archival Impulse, particularly-- that, 

at the end of the day, people are being taken out of context. 

I mean, this image to the left. Does it even matter where it is? To your left, yeah. I mean, it's 

like everyone, we've all seen the child soldier in war torn Africa. And there's nothing about that 

image that says that it's in the Sudan, or that it's in Mali, or that it's anywhere in particular. It 

doesn't say anything about what side he's on, or what he's fighting for. No information is 

gleaned from that photograph, or many of the thousands of photographs of the guerrilla 

soldier. And yet, these are splashed across every newspaper that we can find. 

Actually, forgive me to those of you online, I'm just going to go back quickly to this image. This 

is a photograph by a South African photographer, Kevin Carter, who created this image to 

bring highlight to the drought in Sudan. And I don't know if you guys know about this image, of 

the controversy, that this happened in? OK, we are not the same generation. I'm a little older 

than you guys. 

So I remember, distinctly, when this photograph hit the newsstands because it was 

everywhere. It won so many prizes, and then almost immediately the entire-- for lack of a 

better term-- kind of black Twitter of that time went crazy. You know what I mean. It went crazy 

and attacked him. I think maybe they went crazy after it was asked, what happened to that 

child? And he responded, I don't know. 

And prior to that I think he even said that he waited. So how did you make this image? And 

he's like, I waited there for two hours for the vulture to spread its wings. I really wanted to get 

that photograph, and you know, I waited there for a long time, and it never happened. And I 

really regret it, but it's still a super powerful image or whatever. And then the next question is, 

what happened? And he's like, basically, had to answer the fact that he walked away, and he 

has no idea if it's a boy or a girl, what the name is, what happened, whether the child lived or 

died. And so Black Twitter went crazy about this. And it was a huge controversy. 

And, as a photographer, there's part of me that has a lot of compassion for him and-- because 

he later committed suicide. He already had other issues going on but, ultimately, shortly 

thereafter he committed suicide. And lot of that was discussed as related to the way that he 

was taken through the mill about this image because it was really like super dragged through 

the mud. 



               

                 

                  

                     

                 

                   

           

               

                

               

              

                

                

                

              

              

              

                

      

               

                  

                

                

              

            

                   

              

             

                 

              

                 

I have compassion for him, as a photographer, because I understand how an image can carry 

a message far and wide. And there is an argument that will say that we wouldn't have known 

so much about what's going on in Darfur, sorry in the Sudan, had he not made this image and 

had it not been so popular. But what I can't sit right with is the fact that I can't imagine if I 

closed my eyes-- because I've been to about 30 of the 54 countries on the continent of Africa--

but if I close my eyes and I think about the Sudan, I still can't think of anything much different 

than this. So that's kind of what I was trying to do. 

You'll notice that I don't want to spend-- again thinking representation and this, that, and the 

other-- too much time too broad and speaking for other communities. But I also notice, just in 

terms of poverty pornography, I mean this image by Eddie Adams, it's another one of those 

photographs that's like, "What?" And I've seen it in movies. I've seen it in wallpaper. 

Susan Sontag writes in a book, Regarding the Pain of Others, that we have a tendency to 

want to be comfortable with other people's pain, while we are not comfortable with that of our 

own. In the history of photography, you'll find, as she mentions in her research, that even war 

photographers-- and I'm not much sure where that is right now-- but even war photographers 

were not allowed to photograph their own soldiers, whether they were British, or French. She 

doesn't discuss the United States. I think she speaks more about early war photography. They 

weren't allowed to show the deaths of their own soldiers. They could only show deaths of other 

soldiers, and on, and on, and on. 

Actually just recently perhaps the deaths of our soldiers versus their soldiers may or may not 

be a policy. Someone who works with war photography might be able to tell me that. But I do 

know for a fact that for instance, you can't photograph a US American soldier unless they're in 

their uniform. So there was a photographer who does quite a bit of reportage that I came 

across, and she made this really beautiful photograph of our soldiers lounging-- I think maybe 

they were exercising, shirts off-- and because it was an assignment that was--

Am I speaking too fast? Have I lost you? Do we need to do some jumping jacks? Jo says that 

the chairs are comfortable, so let me know if I start putting you to sleep. 

Because it was an assignment somehow government sponsored, she had to re-shoot it-- and 

still it was a beautiful photograph-- but with their t-shirts on. You know what I mean. That's a 

very simple, very gentle example of it. But abstracting from that, more philosophically, or more 

in terms of humanity and how we deal with imagery, it's very interesting that there's one set of 



                

    

                

             

                  

              

              

               

                    

                  

          

                     

                  

      

                  

                

                   

                

                   

         

            

             

             

                    

                 

                 

           

               

                     

                  

parameters that we have for our own, and another set of parameters that we might have for 

the rest of the world. 

This is one of the last images that I made from the Poverty Pornography Series. There are 

actually only, I think, five. And they are Death, Disaster, Disease, Destruction, and Darkness. 

And it was quite painful to make them. I don't want to be extra dramatic or melodramatic, like I 

was feeling their pain. But there is something about knowing what you're making, and knowing 

that you're making something that is associated with something that a lived body, and lived 

soul experienced. And then at the same time-- and this is something that maybe I'll speak 

about a little bit later-- but there's a part of it that is kind of me asking myself if my intervention 

is there. If I have created an intervention, or if I have recreated the same kind of imagery. Is 

there a question? Is it enough to represent it this way? 

But this is one of the oldest images in the series. And then, what does it mean to take it out of 

my studio and put it onto a gallery wall, and engage it with the marketplace, which is a whole 

other story that I haven't figured out. 

Sorry this one of the oldest images. And this is, of course, from the '30s, and I was thinking 

again about poverty pornography. And maybe some of you will know that in the '30s that you 

used to be able to go to these town hall events and watch a Negro get lynched. And then you 

could have your photograph taken-- like the guy pointing up. And then, they would send it to 

you, and you could make a postcard, and you could send it to your friends that I got to see 

one of those Negro lynchings. There are hundreds of these. 

There was an exhibition not long ago that specifically dealt with lynching postcards--

postcards, not just photographs, no just in the newspaper, and not just-- but consumable 

objects of such devastating human condition and depravity. Yet it was without question. It's 

like, would you send a postcard of a dog with its entrails out? What does it mean? Why is it OK 

to-- no matter what your racial views are-- to deal with that, but anyways. A question that I 

think has to do, again, with our addiction to the pain of others. And so that was poverty 

pornography. 

I am running out of time. Not really, but kind of, right? 

At some point, I had enough of the contemporary images and really was asking myself, but 

OK, so but what is the root of this? What is it? And I really thought about it. I thought-- at one 

point it just-- I don't know I was talking to some students or something about the origin of the 



             

                 

 

                  

              

                  

                  

                  

          

                   

                   

            

               

            

              

                 

             

                  

                  

                 

               

               

             

                

                

                

         

               

                 

                 

                

history photography beginning in the 1839-- and there are different, some people say 1836, 

1839, and 1842-- but basically that time was right smack in the middle of the period of the 

colonial experiment. 

And I was thinking to myself, so what does it mean, especially now that we're looking at all this 

cellphone photographs, and selfie culture, and digital photography? And I grew up at a time--

not to date myself-- but when the cheapest way to do something was to drop off the film at 

Walmart. And you still had to wait two or three days. And then, I mean, it was awesome when 

we got to the point where they had one hour photo kind of situations. But I mean there was 

always a delay. And then before I knew it, photography exploded. 

And I guess I don't have to tell you, you guys are the generation that deals with that, but what 

a new technology can do in terms of-- you look at Egypt, at the Arab Spring. You look at so 

many movements that have happened since the era of digital photography and cellphone 

photography, in terms of how much information that we have access to. It changes our world. 

And so what about this new technology, called photography, that finally took the 

representation of another person's body out of the houses of kings and aristocracy and began 

to become more and more capable of being interacted with by the lay person? So what did we 

learn about ourselves and each other with these new images and these new photographs? 

And I was thinking, for those of you who deal with history, there was a lot about-- and even 

now, if we think about how bodies are framed in order to serve the political needs of a nation. 

Again thinking of Susan Sontag's thing, it's like, OK, well, we do know that in order to justify 

going into Africa or Latin America to extract minerals and resources, we needed to justify it. 

Forgive me, my grandmother was a missionary so I really am speaking in a very general 

standpoint, but then you had missionaries that were coming to civilize the natives, who 

apparently needed civilizing. But part of that was also an interesting way. There's quite a bit of 

scholarship around it. It kind of made it easier to justify going into these territories, and just 

taking their land, and dividing tribes, and you know what I mean. So there is a propaganda 

element that has always, always followed photography, sorry, and colonialism. 

And so I was thinking again about The Daguerreotype, the first time. And then could you 

imagine the very first time that you see this photograph of an African? And it's like, what? How 

much of an impression that makes on you. Or for them to see a photograph of a European? 

I'm oversimplifying, but if you imagine like how just an image can change your world and your 
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access to information. So I wanted to think about the conflation of the history of photography 

and its role in the dissemination of imagery that helped the colonial experiment. 

So there's a video that I'm going to show you as I kind of skirt towards the end. And this kind of 

asks some questions about the philosophy that helped to bring about and justify colonialism, 

and the role of imagery, and our relationship to it. It's short. It's about 10 minutes. Hopefully 

you won't fall asleep. And maybe we can turn the lights to make it a bit easier. 

[VIDEO PLAYBACK] 

[MUSIC PLAYING] 

[CHALK ON CHALKBOARD] 

[MUSIC PLAYING] 

[END VIDEO PLAYBACK] 

AYANA 

JACKSON: 

Because it's important to me to know and to highlight the text in this, Phillis Wheatley wrote the 

initial text that says, "It was mercy that brought me from my pagan land and taught my 

benighted soul to understand that there is a God," and basically that Negroes dark as cane 

can be refined and join the angelic chain. 

She's the very first black published author and first black published poet. And she's one of our 

most important black women in literature. And I think it's very interesting to me to think about 

not just how things have been framed for us, but also how we have participated in the further 

framing of things for ourselves. And one of my more current wonderings is the internal trauma 

within our own community. 

But Phillis Wheatley, as you can see, she was set free by her "masters" and educated by them 

and became a missionary. And again, like I said, I come from a family of missionaries. I'm 

Catholic. But overall, thinking about it in a more political sense, I mean, there's quite to be said 

that's problematic about that and its relationship with Africa or with the developing world. 

Leopold II and Joseph Chamberlain were two very important political figures in the colonial 

expansion. And so Leopold II is the one that's saying that you can't have omelets without 



               

 

           

                 

         

                 

                    

                 

        

                  

               

             

             

               

          

                 

                

                

               

         

              

               

             

               

                 

                 

               

               

             

                   

breaking eggs. And, basically, that in order to break the barbarism, we have to basically do 

this experiment. 

Joseph Chamberlain basically saying this is all for the benefit of humanity. 

And our beloved Hegel has decided that Africa is no part of the world to be considered and 

that we must leave and never return to it again. 

The thing is, to me, pedagogy, how we are taught, once again, what we are taught, how we 

are taught to see. We are kind of coming up at the end. So I'm going to just give you three 

seconds of information about my process. And then if you want to return-- that's not what I to 

do-- if we want to return to more questions. 

I'm going to give you some images of-- if I can get back to my PowerPoint-- from the Archival 

Impulse. And in this series, basically, I use much of the same language as the Poverty 

Pornography Series. Again, I'm using images that exist in the archive, photographs that were 

there were taken at the end of the 19th century and early 20th century. 

This one, in particular, is coming from during the World's Fair. They used to have these 

travelling Negro villages, traveling Indian villages, Native American villages, traveling ethnic 

groups. And you could go into these zoos and, basically, see the rest of the world. And there's 

quite a bit of scholarship that discusses the purpose of those was not just recreational. It was 

also to create a standing and a position for the population. So even the most poor and 

impoverished person working in Paris could go and see the Negro village and feel like a 

queen. And this is something that was in the adverts. 

So this intentional positioning of these bodies, this intentional othering of these bodies has a 

historical date and precedence and impact that I say continues to persist today with regard to 

the hyper sexualization of the black woman's body, the demonization and criminalization of the 

black man's body. This particular photograph-- oh, I said I was going to talk about process. 

So in all of my works I function as photographer, model, and composer ultimately. I work with a 

team for my ultimate retouching, but I occupy all levels. And I think that's quite important, in my 

opinion, because, for me, when I was conceiving this, as well as Poverty Pornography, it was 

inconceivable for me to use another woman's body to do this because then there would be 

absolutely no intervention. And I would be, once again, subjecting another woman's body to 

this gaze. And so, if I'm going to take the risk of making this work, not knowing how it's going 



                

                

           

              

               

                

              

               

                 

              

                   

                

                  

                

                  

               

            

               

             

       

               

              

                  

             

                   

              

               

               

             

              

to be, how it will come across, whether it will reinsert the narrative, or challenge the narrative 

or not, I wanted to take responsibility for it, and therefore, not do that to another woman. 

Again, this goes back to my being sensitive to issues of representation. 

Anyways, the background, as I mentioned earlier, I'm very much dealing with the fact that 

these bodies are framed, both literally and figuratively. So they're quite often out of context, or 

put into the context of another person's framework. So in all of my images you-- as you 

probably have noticed outside-- you usually will have two different palates. You have a black 

and white in many cases in the back, another in the foreground. And sometimes they're quite 

literal and sometimes they're not. In this case, that birdcage in the back is on the grounds of 

Jardin d'acclimatation near the Bois de Boulogne in Paris where they actually held the humans 

zoos. 

I was also struck by the way that, in some cases, there was, in this situation, you have a very 

kind of the origin of the mug shot. This very phenotypical study, scientific, racist kind of stuff 

that we all think about now when we look at these images. But then, at a certain point, there 

are these photographers that start going to the classical bust-- I'm sorry, again, to those of you 

in the Global Campus-- or The Three Graces. It's like so then what does it mean now to take 

these benighted, savage bodies and put them in the form of your most important kind of 

masterpieces. I have a lot of questions around that, and insensitivity towards the 

photographers as well because there is one thing-- even with a Kevin Carter character, or the 

Adams caricature-- the impact of the photograph and the intention of the photographer are 

often quite different. And I think it's important. 

I'll say again, the titles of these photographs is another thing that I'll mention because again 

thinking about the photographers and the inter-subjectivity this one is called What Will You Tell 

Them About Me, Do You Feel Pain? And in one case, it's the thinking of the agency of the 

sitter, and thinking of the intentionality of the photographer, who actually wonders if that 

position is painful. I got that title because it was very painful to make this shot. If I had a 

different skin tone, I think I would have been black and blue on the hip. 

So again, these are things that are coming in, fast forwarding, playing with how a photograph 

kind of reads. Thinking about reading images critically. How does it change when you put a 

black woman above other black women's naked bodies, white woman above the men's body? 

What happens with power and gender and these kinds of things, what are we reading? 



                     

                   

                   

                

                 

          

                    

                    

           

              

                

                

            

            

             

              

               

              

                

             

                  

              

               

               

    

            

                 

                   

                

      

Well, yeah. I'll just end with is. It might be a waste of time and a waste of energy because at a 

certain way when I made this work I really kind of hit a roadblock and saying, I don't know what 

I've done. Have I done this right? What have I done? Is there an intervention? This is a part of 

beauty of being an artist is that hopefully you're never resolved. But at a certain point, I 

wondered if I had actually tumbled into a really horrible rabbit hole. And I was inspired by this 

text by Achille Mbembe, who was a French Cameroonian political scientist. 

He says, "It might be a waste of time and a waste of energy for us to keep running after what 

has been said, or is being said about us to the point of forgetting what it is we have to say 

about ourselves. Because our physical psychic intellectual energies are caught in responding 

in a mimetic way to some discourse-- some possessed discourse of another who ends up 

getting us possessed by his or her own demons." That's what I have to say to Hegel. 

And I'll just leave you with photographs from one of the most important people-- I wish you 

could all write this name down-- Santu Mofokeng. He's a South African photographer, 

contemporary artists who created an installation project called the Black Photo Album. And 

basically while many of these photographs were made by non black photographers, the history 

and the purpose of the portrait studio photograph is to photograph yourself. So he went 

through and found these archives of these, again, 20th centuries, many of them are-- I man 

the early 19th century-- many of them are Daguerreotypes-- photographs of people in the city 

going into the portrait studio asking to be in there to be photographed. This is named Santu 

Mofokeng. Even I ask this of myself, what stories are we telling and why? 

And I'll leave you with this, one effect of this illumination is to direct our attention to the deeply 

historical nature of the images, and link this to their subject's capacity for historical experience. 

To pay attention to or be aware of the subject's capacity for historical experience and their 

desire to record this experience is, of course, to be aware of their motivations for being 

photographed that is their modernity. 

And Africa, Africans, African body's, nonwhite bodies, non-European bodies have ever been a 

part of the modernity. And it is my personal activism, in looking at the archive and in thinking 

forward, to remind each and every one of us on an everyday basis of that fact. And to be very 

critical of what we consume, and how we consume, and how it impacts how we see ourselves 

and each other. Thank you so much. 

[APPLAUSE] 
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	AYANA JACKSON: 
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	And as I've been traveling and spending time in all those places, I have had the wonderful experience of really getting to know and spend time with the complexities of the African diaspora, the range of the African diaspora, the broadness of the map. 
	And a part of my personal activism has always been, in a way, to decentralize the US American black experience in favor of a more global black experience. And one of the ways in which I do that is to think about imagery associated with the black body, with the African continent, with the non-west in general, and the multiple diaspora that are available to us from the transatlantic slave trade narrative, from the pre-colonial narrative, to the trans Atlantic slave trade narrative, to voluntary migration of t
	So, "archive's are fissionable material and are, in essence, made of fractures. By definition, they are fragmented. Archives are entered like narrow gate gateways, with the hope of exploring the full depth of the event and all its cavities. Exploring archival material is a way of walking through time's tickets in the footprints of the past." 
	A lot of my work, in general, is around the visual archive, the information that we glean from imagery. In a way, I believe that to a great extent, we are taught how to see each other, particularly in a post-photographic way, but even going back to periods of portraiture and painting and things like that. Up until recently, those of us who are living in this room and in this time, we have the beauty of the internet, and film, and video, the capacity to see distant shores. But for many years, and even still 
	So this work, in general, comes from my personal relationship to my body, as a person who inhabits a black woman's body, and who inhabits a black woman's body in the United States, from the United States, or raised in the United States, one who has thought about that black body that she lives in with relationship to other black bodies in the world, particularly the black 
	And I was very frustrated from a very early age. You guys, once again, don't necessarily live in a time like when I was growing up, in the '80s and '90s, when essentially, it was either Sally Struthers dollar a day to feed an African child, or some kind of Pulitzer Prize winning image, or some kind of set of images that essentially presents the African Continent and the black body as a body in need. And so for me, as a person growing up at that time, I was thinking to myself, well, is that the only narrativ
	Growing up I also thought about other bodies, the non-white body, the non-Western body. And I was very curious growing up why I suffered to see images that were not around--or why there were so many images around death and disaster and disease and destruction, and why I struggled to see anything else. And growing up I at different points--because my family had at some point bought property in Ghana, and going into university my freshman year roommate was from Namibia, my sophomore year roommate was from Nig
	So I knew that there were other stories that needed to be told. And so I set about thinking of ways to tell them, to repopulate the image bank. So, early works of mine dealt with hip hop artists in Ghana, hip hop artist in Cuba. I went on to do other projects on post-apartheid, born-frees in South Africa--creating portraits of just images of people that I wanted to see, other narratives I wanted to see, subjects of a globalized world that I wanted to be neighbors with. And so for a long time that was how I'
	But then at a certain point--I mention this because I'm in a university context--at a certain point, I went to Germany and did a short two semesters or so at the Universitat der Kunste at the University of Berlin studying under an amazing woman, Katharina Sieverding, who studied in Dusseldorf School under Joseph Beuys. And it was a beautiful crit class. I won't bore the non-visual artists in the room, but it's important I mention it because in a crit class you sit around the room with a bunch of people who 
	But what's interesting is, they all tell you that it's crap from different points of view because in my class there were people from Iran, there were people from Germany, France, United States, many Germans. And they are saying, Ayana if you were with your Afro-Mexicans, and Afro-Nicaraguans, even your Ghanaians, if you were white like me, if you were German, wouldn't you run into issues of representation. You can't make that work. You're only able to make that work because you're a black woman. And that's 
	And this is something that honestly, for me, was quite a difficult thing to hear. But a very important thing to hear because it was the first time, as a person who studied social science and not fine art, that I became thoughtful of issues of representation and what it meant to attach my ideas, or my editing, or my hypothesis, if you will, to the bodies of other people, even if my impetus is to show their dignity or to show my relationship to them. 
	So I began to really ask questions about why I was so interested in broadening the map of the black body and the African diaspora, and why I wanted to see other class dynamics and lifestyle dynamics on the African Continent. And a lot of it had to do with the fact that I was trying to negotiate myself, my body, my identity, my insecurities. And so I took a moment and decided to start working to explore that, using my own body. 
	Part of that had to do with the residency that I did in Paris in 2010. And I was kind of confronted for the first time--for the photographers in the room--I was confronted for the first time with four white walls and what to do in it. Whereas having done so much reportage and portraiture it was all about interacting with other spaces and other people. So then here I am, in Paris at the time, I didn't speak any French, and so therefore, I had no way to meet the people to create the link that I needed emotion
	So I started to play with my own body. And that began a long process. I'll spare you the initial bodies of work. But ultimately, in that exploration and that decision to use my own body, I, at some point, did a lot of portraits where I created myself in different characters from the Afro-punk, to the Afro-chich, to the civil rights, to the Harlem Renaissance, all these kind of beautiful, amazing different kinds of characters. 
	But then, I decided to go back to my initial concern with death, disaster, disease and 
	Do you guys know the film Slumdog Millionaire? So I came across a review of that very beautiful, visually stunning, amazing film. And the reviewers said just that, but that the thing about it is, at the end of the day, it's poverty pornography. I thought to myself, wow, what an incredible way of describing it. 
	And pornography, ultimately, is the objectification of another person's body for your own pleasure, or for your own gain. And a lot of the discourse around that movie, as well and I extend that to these images that I was showing earlier. By the way they were Pulitzer Prize winning images--so I kind of was doing different years of Pulitzer prizewinning images--it's kind of a similar thing. 
	It's even as photographers, as soon as we get our gear we want to go to the roughest tumble, crazy war torn area, and get that money shot. And there is something about our own ego that is gratified by the fact that we can go into like the most darkest, deepest inner city, or go into the deepest jungle, or go into the war torn conflict area and get that beautiful image. But then, at the end of the day, if as a society we're so addicted, and as photographers we're so addicted to getting that image, then we mi
	So I played with the idea in a lot of different ways. I wrote the word "poverty" with my naked body, all those bad ideas you have when you start out a project. It was bad. But along the way I tried a lot of different ways to embody and to think about poverty pornography, the word pornography. And I decided to use my own body. 
	And to think about first of all, it's a very obvious, kind of, literal thing is the nude body is often the subject of actual pornography that we're generally aware of. But at the same time, there's something very seductive about the woman's body, the nude woman's body in particularly. The nude body, in general, but the nude woman's body in particular. 
	So I was thinking about, again in the case of poverty pornography, even the term is the space between seduction and repulsion. So I wanted to use the nude female form as a seductive element. And, of course, the situation that you find her in to be the repulsion. So that was the basic kind of conceptual idea that I utilized with this project. 
	And then, I started to think about the backgrounds--divorcing backgrounds, thinking about them. The idea--and I'll speak about this a bit more with Archival Impulse, particularly--that, at the end of the day, people are being taken out of context. 
	I mean, this image to the left. Does it even matter where it is? To your left, yeah. I mean, it's like everyone, we've all seen the child soldier in war torn Africa. And there's nothing about that image that says that it's in the Sudan, or that it's in Mali, or that it's anywhere in particular. It doesn't say anything about what side he's on, or what he's fighting for. No information is gleaned from that photograph, or many of the thousands of photographs of the guerrilla soldier. And yet, these are splashe
	Actually, forgive me to those of you online, I'm just going to go back quickly to this image. This is a photograph by a South African photographer, Kevin Carter, who created this image to bring highlight to the drought in Sudan. And I don't know if you guys know about this image, of the controversy, that this happened in? OK, we are not the same generation. I'm a little older than you guys. 
	So I remember, distinctly, when this photograph hit the newsstands because it was everywhere. It won so many prizes, and then almost immediately the entire--for lack of a better term--kind of black Twitter of that time went crazy. You know what I mean. It went crazy and attacked him. I think maybe they went crazy after it was asked, what happened to that child? And he responded, I don't know. 
	And prior to that I think he even said that he waited. So how did you make this image? And he's like, I waited there for two hours for the vulture to spread its wings. I really wanted to get that photograph, and you know, I waited there for a long time, and it never happened. And I really regret it, but it's still a super powerful image or whatever. And then the next question is, what happened? And he's like, basically, had to answer the fact that he walked away, and he has no idea if it's a boy or a girl, 
	And, as a photographer, there's part of me that has a lot of compassion for him and--because he later committed suicide. He already had other issues going on but, ultimately, shortly thereafter he committed suicide. And lot of that was discussed as related to the way that he was taken through the mill about this image because it was really like super dragged through the mud. 
	I have compassion for him, as a photographer, because I understand how an image can carry a message far and wide. And there is an argument that will say that we wouldn't have known so much about what's going on in Darfur, sorry in the Sudan, had he not made this image and had it not been so popular. But what I can't sit right with is the fact that I can't imagine if I closed my eyes--because I've been to about 30 of the 54 countries on the continent of Africa-but if I close my eyes and I think about the Sud
	You'll notice that I don't want to spend--again thinking representation and this, that, and the other--too much time too broad and speaking for other communities. But I also notice, just in terms of poverty pornography, I mean this image by Eddie Adams, it's another one of those photographs that's like, "What?" And I've seen it in movies. I've seen it in wallpaper. 
	Susan Sontag writes in a book, Regarding the Pain of Others, that we have a tendency to want to be comfortable with other people's pain, while we are not comfortable with that of our own. In the history of photography, you'll find, as she mentions in her research, that even war photographers--and I'm not much sure where that is right now--but even war photographers were not allowed to photograph their own soldiers, whether they were British, or French. She doesn't discuss the United States. I think she spea
	Actually just recently perhaps the deaths of our soldiers versus their soldiers may or may not be a policy. Someone who works with war photography might be able to tell me that. But I do know for a fact that for instance, you can't photograph a US American soldier unless they're in their uniform. So there was a photographer who does quite a bit of reportage that I came across, and she made this really beautiful photograph of our soldiers lounging--I think maybe they were exercising, shirts off--and because 
	Am I speaking too fast? Have I lost you? Do we need to do some jumping jacks? Jo says that the chairs are comfortable, so let me know if I start putting you to sleep. 
	Because it was an assignment somehow government sponsored, she had to re-shoot it--and still it was a beautiful photograph--but with their t-shirts on. You know what I mean. That's a very simple, very gentle example of it. But abstracting from that, more philosophically, or more in terms of humanity and how we deal with imagery, it's very interesting that there's one set of 
	This is one of the last images that I made from the Poverty Pornography Series. There are actually only, I think, five. And they are Death, Disaster, Disease, Destruction, and Darkness. And it was quite painful to make them. I don't want to be extra dramatic or melodramatic, like I was feeling their pain. But there is something about knowing what you're making, and knowing that you're making something that is associated with something that a lived body, and lived soul experienced. And then at the same time-
	But this is one of the oldest images in the series. And then, what does it mean to take it out of my studio and put it onto a gallery wall, and engage it with the marketplace, which is a whole other story that I haven't figured out. 
	Sorry this one of the oldest images. And this is, of course, from the '30s, and I was thinking again about poverty pornography. And maybe some of you will know that in the '30s that you used to be able to go to these town hall events and watch a Negro get lynched. And then you could have your photograph taken--like the guy pointing up. And then, they would send it to you, and you could make a postcard, and you could send it to your friends that I got to see one of those Negro lynchings. There are hundreds o
	There was an exhibition not long ago that specifically dealt with lynching postcards-postcards, not just photographs, no just in the newspaper, and not just--but consumable objects of such devastating human condition and depravity. Yet it was without question. It's like, would you send a postcard of a dog with its entrails out? What does it mean? Why is it OK to--no matter what your racial views are--to deal with that, but anyways. A question that I think has to do, again, with our addiction to the pain of 
	I am running out of time. Not really, but kind of, right? 
	At some point, I had enough of the contemporary images and really was asking myself, but OK, so but what is the root of this? What is it? And I really thought about it. I thought--at one point it just--I don't know I was talking to some students or something about the origin of the 
	And I was thinking to myself, so what does it mean, especially now that we're looking at all this cellphone photographs, and selfie culture, and digital photography? And I grew up at a time-not to date myself--but when the cheapest way to do something was to drop off the film at Walmart. And you still had to wait two or three days. And then, I mean, it was awesome when we got to the point where they had one hour photo kind of situations. But I mean there was always a delay. And then before I knew it, photog
	And I guess I don't have to tell you, you guys are the generation that deals with that, but what a new technology can do in terms of--you look at Egypt, at the Arab Spring. You look at so many movements that have happened since the era of digital photography and cellphone photography, in terms of how much information that we have access to. It changes our world. 
	And so what about this new technology, called photography, that finally took the representation of another person's body out of the houses of kings and aristocracy and began to become more and more capable of being interacted with by the lay person? So what did we learn about ourselves and each other with these new images and these new photographs? 
	And I was thinking, for those of you who deal with history, there was a lot about--and even now, if we think about how bodies are framed in order to serve the political needs of a nation. Again thinking of Susan Sontag's thing, it's like, OK, well, we do know that in order to justify going into Africa or Latin America to extract minerals and resources, we needed to justify it. 
	Forgive me, my grandmother was a missionary so I really am speaking in a very general standpoint, but then you had missionaries that were coming to civilize the natives, who apparently needed civilizing. But part of that was also an interesting way. There's quite a bit of scholarship around it. It kind of made it easier to justify going into these territories, and just taking their land, and dividing tribes, and you know what I mean. So there is a propaganda element that has always, always followed photogra
	And so I was thinking again about The Daguerreotype, the first time. And then could you imagine the very first time that you see this photograph of an African? And it's like, what? How much of an impression that makes on you. Or for them to see a photograph of a European? I'm oversimplifying, but if you imagine like how just an image can change your world and your 
	pyg, yg jg gy y access to information. So I wanted to think about the conflation of the history of photography and its role in the dissemination of imagery that helped the colonial experiment. 
	So there's a video that I'm going to show you as I kind of skirt towards the end. And this kind of asks some questions about the philosophy that helped to bring about and justify colonialism, and the role of imagery, and our relationship to it. It's short. It's about 10 minutes. Hopefully you won't fall asleep. And maybe we can turn the lights to make it a bit easier. 
	[VIDEO PLAYBACK] 
	[MUSIC PLAYING] 
	[CHALK ON CHALKBOARD] 
	[MUSIC PLAYING] 
	[END VIDEO PLAYBACK] 
	AYANA JACKSON: 
	Because it's important to me to know and to highlight the text in this, Phillis Wheatley wrote the 
	initial text that says, "It was mercy that brought me from my pagan land and taught my benighted soul to understand that there is a God," and basically that Negroes dark as cane can be refined and join the angelic chain. 
	She's the very first black published author and first black published poet. And she's one of our most important black women in literature. And I think it's very interesting to me to think about not just how things have been framed for us, but also how we have participated in the further framing of things for ourselves. And one of my more current wonderings is the internal trauma within our own community. 
	But Phillis Wheatley, as you can see, she was set free by her "masters" and educated by them and became a missionary. And again, like I said, I come from a family of missionaries. I'm Catholic. But overall, thinking about it in a more political sense, I mean, there's quite to be said that's problematic about that and its relationship with Africa or with the developing world. 
	Leopold II and Joseph Chamberlain were two very important political figures in the colonial expansion. And so Leopold II is the one that's saying that you can't have omelets without 
	Joseph Chamberlain basically saying this is all for the benefit of humanity. 
	And our beloved Hegel has decided that Africa is no part of the world to be considered and that we must leave and never return to it again. 
	The thing is, to me, pedagogy, how we are taught, once again, what we are taught, how we are taught to see. We are kind of coming up at the end. So I'm going to just give you three seconds of information about my process. And then if you want to return--that's not what I to do--if we want to return to more questions. 
	I'm going to give you some images of--if I can get back to my PowerPoint--from the Archival Impulse. And in this series, basically, I use much of the same language as the Poverty Pornography Series. Again, I'm using images that exist in the archive, photographs that were there were taken at the end of the 19th century and early 20th century. 
	This one, in particular, is coming from during the World's Fair. They used to have these travelling Negro villages, traveling Indian villages, Native American villages, traveling ethnic groups. And you could go into these zoos and, basically, see the rest of the world. And there's quite a bit of scholarship that discusses the purpose of those was not just recreational. It was also to create a standing and a position for the population. So even the most poor and impoverished person working in Paris could go 
	So this intentional positioning of these bodies, this intentional othering of these bodies has a historical date and precedence and impact that I say continues to persist today with regard to the hyper sexualization of the black woman's body, the demonization and criminalization of the black man's body. This particular photograph--oh, I said I was going to talk about process. 
	So in all of my works I function as photographer, model, and composer ultimately. I work with a team for my ultimate retouching, but I occupy all levels. And I think that's quite important, in my opinion, because, for me, when I was conceiving this, as well as Poverty Pornography, it was inconceivable for me to use another woman's body to do this because then there would be absolutely no intervention. And I would be, once again, subjecting another woman's body to this gaze. And so, if I'm going to take the 
	Anyways, the background, as I mentioned earlier, I'm very much dealing with the fact that these bodies are framed, both literally and figuratively. So they're quite often out of context, or put into the context of another person's framework. So in all of my images you--as you probably have noticed outside--you usually will have two different palates. You have a black and white in many cases in the back, another in the foreground. And sometimes they're quite literal and sometimes they're not. In this case, t
	I was also struck by the way that, in some cases, there was, in this situation, you have a very kind of the origin of the mug shot. This very phenotypical study, scientific, racist kind of stuff that we all think about now when we look at these images. But then, at a certain point, there are these photographers that start going to the classical bust--I'm sorry, again, to those of you in the Global Campus--or The Three Graces. It's like so then what does it mean now to take these benighted, savage bodies and
	I'll say again, the titles of these photographs is another thing that I'll mention because again thinking about the photographers and the inter-subjectivity this one is called What Will You Tell Them About Me, Do You Feel Pain? And in one case, it's the thinking of the agency of the sitter, and thinking of the intentionality of the photographer, who actually wonders if that position is painful. I got that title because it was very painful to make this shot. If I had a different skin tone, I think I would ha
	So again, these are things that are coming in, fast forwarding, playing with how a photograph kind of reads. Thinking about reading images critically. How does it change when you put a black woman above other black women's naked bodies, white woman above the men's body? What happens with power and gender and these kinds of things, what are we reading? 
	Well, yeah. I'll just end with is. It might be a waste of time and a waste of energy because at a certain way when I made this work I really kind of hit a roadblock and saying, I don't know what I've done. Have I done this right? What have I done? Is there an intervention? This is a part of beauty of being an artist is that hopefully you're never resolved. But at a certain point, I wondered if I had actually tumbled into a really horrible rabbit hole. And I was inspired by this text by Achille Mbembe, who w
	He says, "It might be a waste of time and a waste of energy for us to keep running after what has been said, or is being said about us to the point of forgetting what it is we have to say about ourselves. Because our physical psychic intellectual energies are caught in responding in a mimetic way to some discourse--some possessed discourse of another who ends up getting us possessed by his or her own demons." That's what I have to say to Hegel. 
	And I'll just leave you with photographs from one of the most important people--I wish you could all write this name down--Santu Mofokeng. He's a South African photographer, contemporary artists who created an installation project called the Black Photo Album. And basically while many of these photographs were made by non black photographers, the history and the purpose of the portrait studio photograph is to photograph yourself. So he went through and found these archives of these, again, 20th centuries, m
	And I'll leave you with this, one effect of this illumination is to direct our attention to the deeply historical nature of the images, and link this to their subject's capacity for historical experience. To pay attention to or be aware of the subject's capacity for historical experience and their desire to record this experience is, of course, to be aware of their motivations for being photographed that is their modernity. 
	And Africa, Africans, African body's, nonwhite bodies, non-European bodies have ever been a part of the modernity. And it is my personal activism, in looking at the archive and in thinking forward, to remind each and every one of us on an everyday basis of that fact. And to be very critical of what we consume, and how we consume, and how it impacts how we see ourselves and each other. Thank you so much. 
	[APPLAUSE] 




